Introduction
Let X be a nonsingular algebraic KS surface carrying a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 and no rational curves. Our purpose is to study two algebraic deformations of X, viz. one specialization and one generalization. We assume the characteristic Φ2. The generalization of X is a nonsingular quartic surface Q in P 3 : we wish to show in § 1 that there is an irreducible algebraic family of surfaces over the aίϊine line, in which X is a member and in which Q is a general member. The specialization of X is a surface Y having a birational model which is a ramified double cover of a quadric cone in P\ It has been observed [19] that such a specialization exists; what we propose to show is that there are two different ways to get to it, that is there are two non-isomorphic irreducible algebraic families S?, £f* of surfaces over the affine line, each having a surface Y as a member and having X as a general member. In fact it is shown in § 3 that the "elementary operation" (cf. § 2) in the known family £?, along a single, nonextending nodal curve R on Y (i.e. R is a non-singular rational curve with self-intersection -2 on Y), exists algebraically-it is always defined analytically, [3] , [9] -and defines a birational transformation η of Sf. The image &** -rjζS?) is an algebraic family over the affine line, not isomorphic to Sf but having the same members. We remark that, while £f and ^* can be regarded separately as families of polarized surfaces, in the sense of [13] , the birational correspondence η between them does not respect any structure of polarization of general members; hence there is no conflict with Theorem 2 in [15] , even though η induces an isomorphism between general members X but the graph of η does not specialize to the graph of an isomorphism between special members Y. To establish the existence of η we apply a theorem of Lascu [12] about algebraic blowing-down along ruled divisors.
This result, existence of 37, is in the spirit of part of the work [3] of Burns and Rapoport where (besides the main theorem) it is shown that elementary operations are "the main reason for the phenomenon of nonseparatedness in the moduli of unpolarized non-ruled algebraic surfaces over C."
In § 2 and in the Appendix we discuss algebraic elementary operations a little more generally than is required for our example. Elementary operations are always defined in the analytic case, as mentioned above, but the question of existence in the algebraic case seems delicate.
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Igor Dolgachev for several helpful conversations. § 0. Preliminaries 0.1. Here we fix notation for certain surfaces which will be used frequently. In the first place we recall two well known ruled surfaces, denoted F o and F 2 . Let 0 = (P pι . F o is, equivalently, P 1 X P 1 ; P{Θ(-1) ®Θ(-Ϊ)) (or P((P(ή) φ Θ{n)), any n); SL nonsingular quadric surface in P\ F 2 is, equivalently, 2 copies U u U 2 of P 1 X A 1 with coordinates (ζ 4 , z t ) i = 1, 2, identified by ζ 2 = z\ζ u z 2 = zf 1 ; P(0(-2)φ0); the minimal desingularization of a quadric cone in P 3 F o carries 2 linear pencils of lines, or rulings, denoted by (£} and <O> where ί is a line in the pencil <•#>. F 2 carries a single ruling, denoted (£), and a nonsingular rational nodal curve b with 6 (2) = -2. Δ denotes a curve on either surface, a nonsingular member of Λ(£ + t')™ in the case of F o , and of Λ(2£ + b) on F 2 -Δ is a veritable conic; Δ on F o is called the diagonal; Δ (2) = 2 in both cases. Let Jί denote, either 0(-2)Θ0 or ^(-l)θ^(-l); in both cases there is** } an exact sequence 0-> O(-2) -> Jf-* (P->0 of sheaves on P\ and the sub-invertible-sheaf 0(-2) c Jί corresponds to Δ on P(Jf).
We shall also have to deal with 2 types of K3 surfaces, denoted by X and y. These are nonsingular, finite double coverings of F o and F 2 respectively, with nonsingular branch curve B -4Δ. The reader may con-suit [16] , [20] , [4] , [19] for numerous facts and details as to these surfaces. They can be constructed as follows (see also the review of double covers below).
Fix a nonsingular curve B in the complete linear system Λ(4J) on F n , n = 0 or 2. B is irreducible and, in the case of F 2f B f] b is empty. Let s be the section of Θ Fn (4Δ) corresponding to B. (We can think of s as being induced on F n in P 3 by a homogeneous form of degree 4 in P\) Now s defines an 0 Fn -algebra structure «s/ n in Θ Fn ® Θ Fn (-2) Suppose X and Y are so constructed as double covers. Then X carries two complete linear pencils {E}, (E'} obtained by pulling back <•#>, (£'} from F o ; a. general member of either pencil is a nonsingular curve of genus 1, and every member is irreducible (since B is nonsingular). A general member of A(E + E f ) is a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 so these are the KS surfaces X mentioned in the Introduction. Y carries one similar pencil <Z?> and 2 nodal curves R, R with π(R) = b = π(R), where π : Y->F 2 is the covering map. R Π R is empty since π does not ramify over b, and I(R, E) = 1 = I(R, E).
Conversely, given a K3 surface X carrying nonsingular curves E, E' of genus 1 with I(E, E r ) = 2 and every member of (E) and (E'} irreducible, the complete linear system Λ(E + E f ) defines a finite double covering X->F 0 branched over a nonsingular curve B~AΔ, and a general member of Λ(E + E') is a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve of genus 3. Under similar assumptions we get a finite double cover Y-+F 2 with nonsingular branch using Λ(3E + R + R) for instance-note that the mapping defined by A(2E + R + R) collapses R + R to a point.
In passing we mention the relation between change of branch curve and change of surface. By a marked KS surface of type x (resp. type y) is meant a KS surface X carrying curves E, E f (resp. a KS surface Y carrying curves E, i?, R) as above, together with a complete linear system Λ(E + E') (resp. Λ(E + R + #)) on it. An isomorphism of marked surfaces of given type must by definition preserve the linear system up to numerical equivalence. Then one can show that there is a bijection between the set of classes of nonsingular branch curves B on F o (resp. on F 2 ) modulo biregular automorphisms of F o (of F 2 ), and the set of marked KS surfaces X (resp. Y) modulo isomorphisms of the marked surfaces. We do not use this result, but employing it one can "count" 18 moduli for X, 17 moduli for Y. Of course a nonsingular quartic surface in P 3 depends on 19 moduli.
As to finite double covers generally, we shall need the following facts. Some references are [25] , [4] , [8] , [19] ; we follow the last in particular.
Let S be a nonsingular variety. A finite double cover of S is a variety X and a finite, flat, morphism p : X-+S of degree 2. An isomorphism / between two such covers (X,p) and {X\p f ) must respect the covering morphisms, i.e. we must have p = p'°f.
Suppose S is complete. There is a bisection between the set {(X,p)} of finite double covers of S, up to isomorphisms, and the set of pairs {(£), s)} where D is an effective divisor on S and s is a section of (P S (2D), up to scalar multiples of s, and linear equivalence of D and automorphisms of S. Moreover, given (Z), s), the divisor B defined by s -0 is the branch locus of p. X and B are each nonsingular just when the other is.
If S is not complete, s is determined up to elements of (H°(S, (9 S [26] , particularly in the following situation. Suppose / : V-> W is a mapping of varietiesnot necessarily a morphism-and X is a cycle on V, (The support of X is simple on V by definition of a cycle.) Let Γ C V X W be the graph of / and suppose Γ is simple on V X W. Then /(Z) denotes the algebraic image of the cycle X, defined by f(X) = pr w [Γ-(Xx W)] ( [26] ); when / is a morphism this is the direct image f*(X) ( [24] , Ch. 5). Moreover, whenever Y is a cycle on W, f'KY) denotes the algebraic counter image of the cycle Y, defined as pr v [Γ-(V X Y)]; and when / is a morphism and W is nonsingular, this is the reciprocal image /*( Y), that is the alternating sum of cycles of the sheaves &Ό<ti( (9 v ,f*<!}y), cf. [24] . § 1. Specialization of a quartic surface in P 3 Let a K3 surface X be given as described in (0. ). Let j : Z-> S* be the injection mapping and let q be the restriction of p to S* -u; then TΓ = #oj and TΓ'Xiζs + i?s) = j-\q~\K s + iίs)), [26] p. 238. Furthermore, the latter cycle
Let a if 3 surface X and map π : X -• F o branched over I? be given as above. The complete linear system Λ(2J) on F o defines a nondegenerate embedding of F o into P 8 ; call S this model of F o . S is projectively normal in P 8 . Regard P 8 as a linear subvariety of P 9 and let S* be a cone in P 9 projecting S from a point not in P 8 . Our proposition shows that there is a quadric hypersurface W in P 9 such that X is isomorphic to W-S*. We observe that S and S* can be taken to be rational over the prime field. Note also that W does not contain S. This is the desired projective model of X. It was essentially displayed in [22] p. 253.
Next we propose to deform S* to a projective model of P 3 , using the following intuitively simple procedure (cf. proof of Bezout's theorem in [17] 
F* x 0 = τ^ (P m x 0).
Proof. Define T t by setting Z t = Y t for 0 < ί < m -r, Z ό = (1/0 5f or 77Z -r + 1 < 7 < m.
Let M be a generic point of V t over k(t) and define ^n +1 to be the locus of M X t over the algebraically closed field k, on P m X A. Then •(P TO X t) = V t X t by Th. 6, Ch. 8 in [26] . Let {^(Y) = 0} be a set of homogeneous equations for V/k. Then Then there is a variety V t in P 9 , isomorphίc to P 3 over k o (t), and a variety Ϋ" 4 in P 9 x A, rational over k 0 , such that V t X t -Ψ* (P 9 X t), S* x 0 = ^.(P 9 x 0).
Proof. We may assume that S is contained in the hyperplane H defined by Y 9 = 0 and that υ = (0 :
: 0 : 1). In the vector space of forms of degree 2 in P 3 , choose a basis of forms σ 09 , σ Q rational over k 0 so that S o is defined by σ 9 = 0 in P 3 . Let V/k Q be the image of P 3 when it is embedded into P 9 by the map Y t = σ t , 0 < i < 9, and change σ fl , , σ 8 if necessary so that S is the image of S o by the same map.
The Corollary follows when we put m -9, n = 3, r = 1 in the Proposition. Now let S/k 0 be as in the Corollary. We have seen that there is a quadric hypersurface W in P 9 such that our KS surface X is isomorphic to W-S*. Let k = k = def (X, W, S), let t be variable over k, and let V t be as in the Corollary. The Corollary shows that in fact S* is a specialization of V t over k, as cycles in P 9 /k, at least in the sense of cycles on product varieties, [26] . W is rational over k, so (S*, W) is a specialization of (V t , W) over k. Then S* VFis a specialization of V f W over k, [23] p. 104. Since the former is irreducible and nonsingular, the latter is also. As V t -W = VTj\W) over k(t), V t -W is isomorphic to a quartic surface in P 3 , by definition of V as a reembedding of P 3 by quadrics. Setting Q = V t W, we have shown all but the final sentence of the following. THEOREM 
Let a KS surface Xjk be given, as above, and let t be variable over k. There exists a surface Q/k(t), isomorphic to a nonsingular quartic surface in P 3 , such that X is a specialization of Q over k. Moreover, take for basic polar curves (in the sense of [13]) on the surfaces a nonsingular non-hyperelliptic curve C of genus 3 on Q, and a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve D of genus 3 on X. Then the specialization Q -> X is a specialization of polarized surfaces.
Proof. Let U 2 c V be the image of a plane in P 3 by the isomorphism P 3 =Ϊ V, and set U t = T t (U). U H = U r H is a twisted quartic curve R (= nonsingular rational curve spanning a P 4 ). We may assume that U tVt Q is isomorphic to a nonsingular quartic curve in P 2 , of genus 3. In the course of the specialization of F ( to <S*, U t will specialize to a 2-dimensional cone i?* projecting R from v, by Prop. 2 (U t is a Veronese surface). Now Q Vt U t = (W P9 V t ) Vt U t = W-P9 U t and similarly X S *R* = (WpsS*)' S *R* = Wp 9 R*. Then, by compatibility of specialization with intersection product, we may take Q Vt U t for C, and X 5 *i2* for D. §2. Algebraic elementary operations 2.1. A curve R on a surface S is called a nodal curve if S is nonsingular at all points of R and R is an irreducible nonsingular rational curve with self-intersection -2 (terminology of [3] ).
Let C be a nonsingular curve, let y 3 be a variety and let p : £f -* C be a proper morphism defining a family of nonsingular surfaces. Let 0 be a point of C, rational over a field of definition for p, and suppose that S = p'^O) carries a nodal curve i? with does not extend locally in Sf, https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0027763000019267 that is a relative divisor in some neighborhood U of R in £f. An algebraic elementary operation in £f along R is a birational transformation η : Sf -> ϊf* such that ^* carries a nonsingular rational curve i?*, 37 induces a biregular isomorphism between Sf -i? and 5^* -B*, and the total 37-transform of any point of R is the whole curve R*. Let p* = poη-\ We have that p*" 1^) = ψp-\0) = ηS ([26] p. 238); call S* the surface p*" 1^) . We shall assume as part of the definition that S* is normal. Let / be the mapping /: S -> S* induced by ^. Clearly JB* lies on S* and / is birational and biregular between S -R and £* -R*. Moreover / is defined at R and at i?*. Let us see that / is biregular at all points.
It is enough to show that, if / is not everywhere biregular, R must be exceptional for /, i.e. the geometric image of R must be one point of 22*, since in fact i?
2 < -1 precludes that R be exceptional, [29] p. 76. For this it suffices to show that if either / or f-1 is everywhere defined, then so is the other map. For then if / is not everywhere biregular, f~λ is not everywhere defined; hence f~ι is not defined at some closed point P* of i?*; hence there is a component D of Γ f (Ί (S X P*) of dimension 1, on account of the normality of S* (Zariski's main theorem, [27] ; cf. [26] pp. 200, 313). D clearly projects onto R so f(R) = P* since / is defined at R, and R is exceptional for /.
So suppose / is a morphism. Let k be a field of definition for /, R and i?*, and let P* be a generic point of i?* over k. / -1 (P*) cannot be a closed point of R since / is a morphism, hence f~ι(P*) is a generic point P of R over k. Then f(P) = P* so f~\P + )φP for any ^-closed point P + of Jϊ*. Z" 1 must then be finite-valued at every point of i?*, hence a morphism by Zariski's main theorem again.
Thus / is an isomorphism and S* is nonsingular, if S* is normal. (R could be called "a fundamental curve of 2nd kind", [27] p. 516, in Sf.) The graph of η contains R X R*, and iϊ* is a nodal curve on S*, so algebraic elementary operations are reflexive operations.
We shall try to perform algebraic elementary operations following the procedure of Horikawa in [9] , which we now recall.
Let Jί be the sheaf of germs of sections of the normal bundle of R in £f. Jί is a sheaf extension of Θ R (-2) by Θ R > i.e. there is an exact sequence 0-> Θ R (-2)-^Jf-+ Θ R -^0 of sheaves on R; the group of such extensions is ExtJ s (0 Λ , Θ R { -2)) ^ H\R, Θ R (-2)) which is one-dimensional since R = P\ Hence there is just one nontrivial class of extensions; one sees directly (cf. (0.1)) that Θ R { -1) Θ0 Λ ( -1) is a nontrivial extension so there are two cases:
. Let us blow up along R in y 7 . Let π : 5^ -> £f be the monoidal transformation. The exceptional surface E = P{Jί) is isomorphic (0.1) to the ruled surface F 2 in case (a), or to F o in case (b). The sub-invertiblesheaf Θ R { -2) C Jί corresponds to Δ on P(Jί), therefore the proper transform of S intersects E in Δ, on Sf λ . Now Δ and b are disjoint in case (a), hence in that case i? t = 6 is a nodal curve on the (reducible) member PϊXO) of the family p x : ^ -> C, where /?! = poπ. We may proceed to analyse the normal bundle of R 1 in S^Ί as before. If case (a) occurs again, so does another nodal curve R 2 lying on E 2 in £f 2 after blowing up-and so on.
Consider the relation of the existence of this succession of nodal curves R n to the question whether R extends locally in ϊf. It is easy to see that, if R extends locally then case (a) always occurs at each blowing up. In the analytic case, Horikawa shows that the converse is true: if R does not extend then case (b) must occur sooner or later. Indeed, in the analytic case £f is analytically isomorphic along R to a reparametrization of the "standard example" of F o degenerating to F 2 , and the number of monoidal transformations required to reach case (b) has a nice relation to the reparametrization, [9] .
But in the algebraic case we must, at least at present, simply assume that case (b) occurs eventually when R does not extend locally in «$*. (In the Appendix (A.I) a formal analogue of Horikawa's result is proved.) So assume that after finitely many successive monoidal transformations e 9
? <-( 9 ? 1 <-«-^n along nodal curves R, R u R 2 , , R n _ ί we have a variety ^n containing a "scaffolding" of transforms of exceptional surfaces E u E 2 , , E n _ u all isomorphic to F 2 , and "on top" an exceptional surface E = E n = F o . Let {£) be the ruling on E (cf. (0.1)) consisting of blown-up points of i? n _j and let (f} be the other ruling, and let p : E-> P 1 be the natural projection of E which collapses members of (f} to points of P\ We try to find a sequence of morphisms «$*«-* «^ί-i-> ->^* such that n ->^ti induces p on E and ^*_!-> >¥* "dismantles the scaffolding," that is blows down the transforms of E n _ ί ,'-',E 1 .
When such morphisms exist, let TΓ* : £f n -> £f* be their composition and let π : Sf n -> 5f be the composition of the first set of transformations. Then η = π*oπ~1 is an algebraic elementary operation in Sf along R.
In what follows we shall use the results of Lascu [12] to find some sufficient conditions for TΓ* and hence η to exist in the algebraic case. Before deriving 2 corollaries we fix some notation for the remainder of § 2. Let p : y -> C be a proper morphism defining an algebraic family of nonsingular surfaces, as at the beginning of § 2, and suppose that S = p'^O) carries a nonextending nodal curve R. Let π : Sf'-+Sf be the monoidal transformation in S? along R and let E = ^"^i?) be the exceptional surface. E is isomorphic either to F o or to F 2 , (2.1). Call S r the proper transform of S in &>' and set // = p°π\ then p'-^O) = S' + JS. Now suppose that E = F o . Let <•#> be the ruling on £7 consisting of blown up points of R, let <^7> be the other ruling, and let Δ -S r E be the diagonal on E. To finish the proof in the other direction we need only observe that, if T and S intersect transversally along R then /(£, £) = 1 for at least one ^e<7>.
Let
We remark that, if the equivalent conclusions of the Corollary hold, the proof shows that π induces on T r an isomorphism to T, hence that T is nonsingular at all points of R. COROLLARY 
The Corollary 1 holds also when the condition E ^ F o is replaced by E = F 2 and the ruling <T> is replaced by the pencil b + (£).
Proof. Indeed, B = TE is a member of b + <7> if, and only if, the equations I(B, £) = I(B, Δ) = 1 hold for some i e <^>. Then the proof of Corollary 1 works here too.
Under the assumptions and notations of Corollary 1, there is a welldefined correspondence between the members of the two rulings (£} and <T). Namely, for each line in one ruling there is just one line in the other ruling such that the two lines and the diagonal Δ = S' E meet all at the same point. Thus, if P e R and £ P e <7> is the corresponding member of (£}, we may refer to V v in (£'}: it is determined by £ P -Δ = £ f p -Δ. The proof of Corollary 1 now shows that, if P e R and T P is an irreducible surface in 9> such that T P >S = R + D with RD = P, then 2.3, We wish to state conditions, in terms of surfaces in Sf, which will imply that elementary operation in £f along R is algebraic. In the first place we recall the conditions of Lascu in our situation (Lascu [12] , Lemma 5 and Remark, p. 691). We have p f : £P -* C, where //"'(O) = S' + E with E isomorphic either to F o or to F 29 and S' E = Δ on E. Let k be an algebraically closed field of definition for //. Let J be the sheaf on SP of ideals of the divisor E and let Θ(ϊ) = Θ E {Δ) on E. In &" we have that S' + E is a fibre of the morphism p', hence the sequence 0 -> J 2 -> J -> ί*(9(ϊ) -• 0 is exact, where ί is the injection mapping of E into S?'. Let i?* be a copy of P\ let (£) be a ruling on E, and let p : E->R* be the natural projection of £7 to iϊ* whose fibres are members of (£). Suppose that the following two conditions are satisfied for each ^-rational point Pe R*: (Lj) for every element a e (9 R * iP , there exists a e k{£f f ), regular at every point of ί P = p~\P), such that otoi = aop on E; (L 2 ) there exist sections of <f over a neighborhood of ί P in Sf r whose images in Γ(£ P , <D 4p (X)) generate that 2-dimensional vector space over k. Then there exists a proper morphism Γ* : SP -> S?*, inducing p on E and biregular elsewhere in Sf r -E. Conversely, if such a π* exists then (Lj) and (L 2 ) are true. PROPOSITION 
Lei R be a nonextending nodal curve on S in S?, and suppose that π~\R) = E ^ F o with rulings (£), (£') as described above. Assume the following. (1) There is a linear pencil <X> of surfaces L in £f such that each L intersects R properly with multiplicity one and there is a unique member L P through each point P of R. (2) There is a linear pencil <T> of surfaces T in 9> such that for each T, TS = R + D with R and D intersecting with multiplicity one on S, and for each P in R there is a unique member T P with (T P -S -R) R = P. (3) Let Le(L), Te(T). There is a surface W in S? with W -L + T and W Π R empty.

Then the proper morphism π* : S?' -• ^* inducing p exists as above, hence the elementary operation in & along R is algebraic.
Proof. We have to check Lascu's conditions for members of the ruling which are the fibres of p : E-+ i?*.
Let PeR* and a e Θ R *, P . Write div(α) = Σ a t P i ~ Σ b j p j> with <*i and bj positive integers and P i9 P 3 points of i?*, and let i <Sf', because each T passes simply through R in £?, so there is a function a 6 k(9") with div (a) = 2 a x T\ -Σ bjT'j. Then aop = 50/ as functions on E, at least up to a constant factor. The equation (+) shows that (ϊ 7 ') has no base point on E, so a is regular at every point of £ P = ρ~ι(P). (L 2 ): Let PeR* and #. = ^(P) e (f).
Select some P + 6 R* 9 P + Φ P, and consider the pencil <Q> = <L> + Γ P+ . For each Qe<Q>, the proper transform Q' in ^' satisfies Q'E = L'E+ (T' P+ ) E = l P + £ P+9 and the total transform is Q' + E since Q passes simply through R in «$*. Therefore the pencil <Q') cuts the linear series of degree 1 on the line £ P . 
1)). § 3. Examples
In this section we give an example of an algebraic family JΓ of K3 surfaces, one of whose members carries a nonextending nodal curve, such that the elementary operation in X along that curve is algebraic. Also we discuss some cases of similar families in which the elementary operation is not algebraic. Here k 0 denotes the algebraic closure of the prime field, characteristic Φ 2; A is the affine line. Restriction to W of relations between the u' ai and u' βj with coefficients in Θ γf (Jϋ f a Γi U' β ), determines a system oϊmXm matrices C' aβ with coefficients in <ME7£ ΓΊ ί/; Π WO defining iV' on W 7 [21] . The restriction to W of the pullbacks of those relations, determines a system of matrices C aβ defining f*N'\ w .
But these same matrices C aβ also define N because the u ai are local equations for W in U a . Now let Ή be a general quartic surface in P 3 over £ 0 and let p : JΓ -> A be the family of ίΓ3 surfaces determined by B f in the manner described in Proposition 6. Let R be one of the 2 nonextending nodal curves on Y = p" 1 (0).
Proof. Propositions 6 and 7 show that the normal bundle in X along R is isomorphic to Θ R { -1) Θ Θ R { -1). Then the theorem follows from Propositions 6 and 4.
3.2. The elementary operation is not algebraic in some cases. Let C be an irreducible nonsingular curve defined over an algebraically closed field k. Let ^/έ be a variety and let p : °ll -> C be a proper morphism, rational over k, defining an algebraic family of nonsingular non-ruled polarized surfaces U c . Suppose that U o =p~1(0) carries a nonextending nodal curve R, where 0 is a /^-rational point of C.-For instance, take a general quartic surface in P 3 and let it specialize in P 3 so as to acquire a straight line. 5 * 0 -Then, the elementary operation in °tt at R cannot be algebraic if the Picard number of U c is 1 when c is a generic point of C over k. For, suppose it is algebraic. Then there is a proper morphism p* : ^* -> C defining an algebraic family of nonsingular surfaces and a birational transformation η : °tt -> °U* with p* = p°η~\ (2.1). Moreover let T be the graph of η. Composition of projection from T with p (or /?*) defines a proper morphism τ : T-> C and T c -τ~\c) is the graph of the isomorphism induced on U c by η. But T c specializes to T o = r'^O) and components of T o include R X R*, besides the graph of an isomorphism between U o and C/ o *, (2.1). Therefore, by Theorem 2 in [15] , p* : C7* -> C cannot be a family of polarized surfaces. Yet it must be a family of polarized surfaces, according to Matsusaka's theorem on stability of polarization, [14] , because U* = U c is a nonsingular algebraic surface with Picard number 1. The only way out is that the algebraic elementary operation in % at R does not exist.
The theorem in [14] can be proved rapidly for surfaces using an argument of M. 
Appendix
A.I. Here we shall discuss a formal analogue of Horikawa's result [9] about nodal curves, which was mentioned in (2.1). We conserve the terminology and notations of (2.1): R is a nodal curve on a member S = p"\0) of an algebraic family p : £? -> C of nonsingular surfaces over a nonsingular curve. It is assumed that the sequence of successive monoidal transformations Sf <-Sf x *-^2 <--along nodal curves R, R u R 2 , --never terminates, so that the normal bundles of R n in £f n are all isomorphic to Θ P1 ®Θ P1 {-2) (whence the exceptional surfaces JS^, E 2 , --• are all copies of the ruled surface F 2 ). Horikawa's result is that, in the analytic case, R must then extend to a relative divisor, locally in Sf.
Given p : Sf -• C, 0 e C. Let ί be a uniformizing parameter at 0 on C and identify ί with the family parameter Up induced on Sf. We take a finite collection {f/J of affine open sets in ^, whose union covers R, such that there are uniformizing parameters {z i9 w iy t) in L^ with Wi = 0, ί = 0 local equations for R in U u for each ί. Denote by A t the ring (DAW), by ^ the sheaf of ideals of R in «$*, and by α, = ^(C/*) = (^, ί)A Λ the ideal of R Π U, in A έ ; also, set A tj = ΘjJJ i D Ϊ7 ; ), a υ = ^((7,0 t/,). PROPOSITION = dl»H n+1 . We set u;^ = w t -Pĥ for each i. The P!-n) are to be such that, when j is different from ί, wψ can be written so:
where the coefficients c aβ are elements of A iά (we suppress indices ί, j on the c aβ ; they are independent of n), rf} 6 α?/ 2 , and no terms involving pure powers of t (i.e. no terms c Oβ t β ) of degree < n + 1 appear in the expression. Furthermore c 10 shall not vanish anywhere in R Γ) Ut Π Z7/.
When such P| n) have been found, wl n) will satisfy conditions (1) and (2), and we may take u[f to be c 10 + c 20 wl n) + c n ί + + c ln t n , so that zι;$ n) = uifwi n)
+ r#\ to conclude the proof. The P^n ) are to be defined inductively, using the hypothesis about the succesive normal bundles on nodal curves R n . n is the number of monoidal transformations that have proceeded step n in the induction.
Step 0 We now fix a pair of indices ί, j. . Now we blow up ^n-i along i2 w _!, let ί7^ be the affine open set defined as above. Set 7141 . This completes the induction step so the Proposition is proved.
In the analytic case, this proof allows one to apply the arguments of Kodaira [10] , [11] to conclude that R extends locally in the family S?. Indeed, it shows that "the obstruction ψ m +i(t) vanishes for each integer πC\ in the terminology of Kodaira, [11] , where we take
, ψ m+1 = {c om+1 r +1 }, and χ = d™F*\ Therefore the power series Pf(z iy t) = 2]s°°=o dl s) {z^)t s+1 converge in a small neighborhood of t = 0, [10] , and the local extension of R in £f is defined by holomorphic equations w t -Pf = 0.
As is an element of tAf, by [28] §6, hence an element of (wf 9 t)AfΓ\(w u t)Af.
Likewise {wf,t} is part of a regular system of parameters at every point of U t Π R, so 9ΐ and S/R "cross normally," in the sense of [7] § 3.
A.2. We conserve the terminology and notations of § 2.3. When R is a nonextending nodal curve on S in Sf and blowing up along R produces an exceptional surface E 1 isomorphic to F 2 instead of F o , so that n > 2 in the sequence £f <-,9 P 1 <-«-y n , then apparently stronger assumptions than in Proposition 4 are needed to conclude that the elementary operation in if along R is algebraic, at least in so far as Lascu's condition (L 2 ) is concerned. Condition (L λ ) is easier:
Suppose that the sequence of monoidal transformations terminates after n steps, n > 2, and let π : y n -> ^ be the composition of the transformations, π is a proper morphism. Assume that hypothesis (2) in Proposition 4 is satisfied for S?. Let T be the proper transform of T by π~ι. Then for each i < ft, T ^ is a member of the ruling (£} on the ί tlx exceptional surface E t = F 29 and T J£ n is a member of the "other" ruling <T> on E n ^ F o . Indeed, the intersection-product of E ί . 1 and E t is the nodal curve on the former surface and Δ on the latter, i < n, so the Corollaries of Proposition 3 apply step by step to successive proper transforms of T. Moreover the T for Tz (T) comprise a linear pencil in £f n with no base points on any E i9 as we saw in (2.3). Now suppose it is possible to blow down £f n along E n to S^*_ l9 so that members of (£'} on E n collapse to points in SP*^. Let Ef, T* denote the transforms of E i9 f. Then for each i, 1 < i < n -1, f*Ef is a member of the ruling on Ef, and the pencil <T*> has no base point on any Ef. Thus, condition (Lj) of Lascu holds for each Ef, when the existence of the pencil <T> in £P is assumed.
Condition (L 2 ) will be satisfied if we make the following assumptions. Suppose that (1) and (2) hold in Proposition 4, and replace (3) by this: (30: For each j, 0 < j < n -1, there exists a surface Pj c S? with P, -L + T, Le <L>, Te(T), and such that P o does not meet R, all P y with j > 1 pass simply through i? on S, and successive proper transforms of P] by the i th monoidal transformation πΐ 1 : ^.j -> ^, for 1 < i < j, pass simply through i?* on ^ but the proper transform of Pj into ^ does not meet R ό on £J^.
Assuming this we have by Proposition 4 that the elementary operation in ^n_! along R n . ί is algebraic, as we may take for P, in (3) of the Proposition, the proper transform of P n . 1 into Sf n . x . Then there is a map 7] : ^n-\-^ ^t-\\ V i s biregular everywhere except along R n^ and the (closure of the) graph is everywhere complete over ^*_i. η is composed of a blowing up π' 1 followed by a blowing down π* and induces an isomorphism on £7 n -i, (2.1).
Next we have to dismantle the rest of the scaffolding. Let i be a member of the ruling <^> n _ 1 on E n _ x in S n . lβ We can find L <= <L>, Te <Γ> whose proper transforms L, Γ in ^.j satisfy (L + f) E n _ 1 -2£ 0 + R n _ u where £ 0 is a member of <^) n _i different from ^. By our assumptions the proper transform P n _ x of P n _ x into ^n. x intersects ίJ^j in a curve D which does not meet R n . x and is linearly equivalent on E n _ x to 2t^ + R n^\ since E n _ 1 ^ F 2 , such a ϋ must intersect properly with £, and must do so with multiplicity one. Moreover there are functions / and g in k{Sf n _u such that div (/) = P n _, + E n . t -P n -2 and div (g) = L + f + £U -P n _ 2 . Let /* = /o^" 1 , g* = goη~\ We investigate the relations between div (/*), divfe*), and E*_i = r)(E n _d-First, div(/*) = ?(div(/)) and divfe*) = V (div(g)) by ( [26] , p. 247). By ( [26] , p. 277, Th. 12b) we have that V (L) = π*(π-\L)) 9 η{t) = πt{π-\t)) and then, by Corollary 1 of Proposition 3, that η(L)Έ*_i = ί 0 * + R*_ l9 iβΓyE*^ = if, where it is η(£ 0 ). Therefore Eti'(Aiv (g*) -£ti) = 24* + B*_!, and ^-(div (/*) -E*_i) = rjΦ\ Consequently, /* and g* are sections of the ideal of E*_ x over a neighborhood of ^* = J?(^) in y*^ with the properties required by condition (L 2 ) of Lascu. In this way we blow down all the transforms of E n , E n _ u
